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The library had 750 open
hours in 2021!

The library added 583
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188 people have a card
at our library

750 people walked through
our doors last year

In addition to 1,671
weLrsite visits

Bringing the total
collection to 6,129

Contributing to a total of
1,542 cheekouts!
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We lent our items to
libraries outside of our
system 2,603 times
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Our service is delivered
by 1 dedicated staff

And 1 amazing
volunteers
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The library has 1 public
computers
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And brought in 1,052
items upon patron
request
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The iibrary participated in
0 promotional events

Where 0 people heard
our message

They were in use for a
total of 150 hours!
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We offered 2
programs for kids
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2 for adults and

seniors

And 0 for, families

19 people
attended in total!

There were also 396
connections to our Wi-Fi
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The library had 426 open
hours in 20211

50 people have a card at
our Iibrary

450 peopte
our
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The library added 340
new items last year
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Bringing the total
collection to 2,793
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Our service is delivered
by { dedicated staff

The library participated
0 promotional events

in

And 0

Where 0 people heard
our message

nections to our Wi-Fi
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The library had 416 open
hours in 2021!

69 people have a card at
our library

The library added 347
new items last year

people walked through
our doors last year

ln addition to 1,556
website visits

Bringing the total
collectton to 2,840
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Our service is delivered
by 2 dedicated staff

And 0 amazing
volunteers

The library has 2 public
computers

$y'here 0 people heard

They were in use for a
totalof hours!
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The library parlicipated in
0 promotionalevents

our message
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We offered 0
programs for kids

0 for adults and

seniors

And 1 for

families

12 people
attended in totatl

There were also 4g
connections to our Wi*Fi

